You’re the Earl I Want - Kelly Bowen
Twice in a Lifetime - Dorothy Garlock
The Spring Bride - Anne Gracie
The Mad Lord’s Daughter - Jane Goodger
The Woman at the Light - Joanna Brady
Love in Disguise - Carol Cox
The Most Improper Miss Sophie Valentine - Jayne Fresina
Only a Kiss - Mary Balogh
A Matter of Class - Mary Balogh
The Valcourt Heiress - Catherine Coulter
Lucky Penny - Catherine Anderson
Firelight - Kristen Callihan
Princess Charming - Nicole Jordan
The Kissing Tree - Prudence Bice
The Unexpected Gentleman - Alissa Johnson
Promise Me Forever - Diane Amos
A Necessary Deception - Laurie Alice Eakes
Lady Lightfingers - Janet Woods
The School For Brides - Cheryl Ann Smith
The Scandal of Lady Eleanor - Regina Jeffers
Winds of Time - Mary A. Benton
From Wine to Water - Carolyn Brown
How to Marry a Duke - Vicky Dreiling
The Girl in the Gatehouse - Julie Klassen
The Golden Prince - Rebecca Dean
The Scent of Jasmine - Jude Deveraux
A Kiss at Midnight - Eloisa James
The Forbidden Rose - Joanna Bourne
A Lady’s Guide to Improper Behavior - Suzanne Enoch
Stay a Little Longer - Dorothy Garlock
Starlight and Promises - Cat Lindler
The Yellow House - Patricia Falvey
The Secret of the Glass - Donna Russo Morin
A Dream Rides By - Tania Anne Crosse
Into the Wilderness - Sara Donati
Lessons in French - Laura Kinsale
Pieces of Sky - Kaki Warner
Salting the Wound - Janet Woods
Lady Eugenia’s Holiday - Shirley Marks
The Winter Queen - Amanda McCabe
The Bargain Bride - Barbara Metzger
From Waif to Gentleman’s Wife - Julia Justiss